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Since 1953 Cardinal has been assisting members with personal nances and advising local owners 
regarding important commerce opportunities. ‘People helping people’ is the principal precept that 
drives our Credit Union. From the innovative technology we employ, to the scholarships we grant, 
everything we do is developed to add value, connect with area businesses, and enhance the 
economies of the communities we serve.

Our Advantage Checking product was introduced so account holders could enjoy special savings 
when shopping, dining, and utilizing services within our network of Northeast Ohio partners. An active, 
well-connected membership is the cornerstone of a strong community. 

Cardinal now extends powerful, exible Point-of-Sale Systems and Merchant Processing Solutions for our Business 
Checking Members and their customers through our partner, Clover! Our POS system streamlines business 
transactions; accepts contactless and traditional payments; gives digital receipts, one-touch tipping, and easy 
refund processing. 

Keeping business on track sometimes requires access to capital on a short or long-term basis. Cardinal offers Keeping business on track sometimes requires access to capital on a short or long-term basis. Cardinal offers 
nancing for growth and expansion - all with the customized terms and personal service you deserve. With our 
Business VISA card, proprietors will have the buying power to realize professional goals and procure inventory. With 
an ultra-low APR, overdraft protection, and reward points, it’s the best deal in town. 

Local really matters. Conventional banks usually make lending decisions based on numbers, alone. The expertise of 
a community credit union who understands the challenges of doing business in Northeast Ohio can be a signicant 
advantage for your business.

If we invest in products that make it possible for you to satisfy your nancial obligations, champion our local If we invest in products that make it possible for you to satisfy your nancial obligations, champion our local 
partners, and model integrity, we believe success will follow. 

Sincere regards,
Christine Blake, CEO

Connecting with Community

Get more for your business

LEARN MORE

Simple rates, no surprises
Let our team of experts negotiate this new technology on your behalf. 
Please call 1-877-900-MYCU (6928) or stop by any of our convenient 
locations for further assistance.




